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SHOCK AND AWE
The uiew from the Harper Homefront: while war in Iraq
rages on, day-to-day life at Harper is almost normal
Bv Sean KellV,

Patrick Andrews,
and Kalie Klemp
As a coalition of nations
began a merciless air, bombing,
and land campaign against
Saddam Hussein's ruling regime
in Iraq, Harper College students
and faculty act like the rest of the
nation- they wait and watch.
"I don't feel that I've been
thoroughly convinced that we
should be in a war?' said Harper
Professor John Curran. Many of
those interviewed seemed wary
of war in general, and more
specifically the United States'
motivations for it.
As of this writing, allied
troops were advancing from both
the north and south, had captured
the coastal port city of Umm
Qasr, were making steps to
secure multiple cities throughout
Iraq, and had just finished taking
control of Iraq's Saddam
International Airport. Troops are
now encircling and entering
Baghdad, Iraq's capital, largest
city, and suspected hiding place
of the ruling regime's key members.
While the Army, Navy,
Marines, and Special Ops forces
are on the offensive, President
Bush made orders for the United
States to be on the defensive.
While on a National level such
arrangements have been made for
the Coast Guard to receive up to
7 ,000 new vessels, smaller
organizations- such as Harper
College- have stepped up security to go along with the nation's
"Code Orange" terrorism alert.
The war has come under fire
from the international communi-

---------Watching on CNN, gossiping in hallways, and debating it in classrooms, the
war in Iraq has become the next hot topic for Harper students.
ty from nations such as Germany,
Russia, and France, who claim
that all diplomatic options had
not been exhausted in disarming
Iraq. Despite that fact, Russia
refused to use it's veto power
over any UN resolution the US
submitted so that it would be free
to be decided by world opinion,
Germany still promises to defend
US bases within Germany, and
France has stated that it will enter
the war if Saddam Hussein uses
any chemical, biological, or
nuclear weapons. The opinion of
all three countries, however, is
that the war- could have been
averted had weapons inspectors
been allowed to stay and search
longer.
"I think it's not right,
because I think they should
have given the UN more time to
investigate for mass destruc-

tion weapons," said student
Asad Khan.
Casualties have already started to pour in. This has only
fueled the fire in the United
States, for both pro-and-anti war
activists. The pro-war groups say
that we should be supportive of
the cause our troops are dying
for, while those against the war
say we should be removing our
troops from a situation that causes them this harm.
"I am supportive of our
troops but I feel that we have
no reason at all to be over
there," said student Pete
Cangialosi.
Another cause for debate is
the cause of the war- is it
Saddam's weapons of destruction, is it the oil fields that supply
the world with fuel and money, or
is it the people of the region

itself? The name of the conflict,
Operation Iraqi Freedom, seems
to suggest the last.
"I support our troops but
am confused as to why we are
fighting for Iraqi Freedom,"
said student Jackie -------, who
voiced a concern shared by
many: why is the freedom of
another country America's business?
US and British forces have
made record gains in a minimum
amount of time, getting from the
borderlands to Baghdad in only a
couple of weeks, and with a comparatively small number of casu- al ties.
Through victory, withdraw, or
compromise, everyone's opinion
on all sides of the conflict echoes
that
of student Jennifer
Scharringhausen:
"I wish it was over."
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Hfter assault and robbery, search
is on for Harper thief -:u·-::

11 E111' :

ublication

0- - - - · nthonyMcGinn
BXBCETlll BllTll:
Aaron Kessler

Harper police officers continue to search for a man wanted for the strong-arm robbery
and battery of a Harper College
student. The assault took place
Feb. 11, at 1:20 p.m. in parking
lot 5.
Harper police say the incident began when the victim-a
white, 32-year-old, Arlington
Heights woman-was sitting in
her parked car.
A man
approached the car and asked
for a cigarette. When she
reached to get one, the man
struck her in the face and took
her purse containing an
engagement ring.
According to the police, the
suspect fled the scene in a
black SUV, which an accomplice drove. Within minutes,
the injured woman called 911
for help. Harper police arrived
on the scene shortly and sent
the student to Northwest
Community Hospital, where
doctors treated her for facial
injuries.
The
Palatine
Police
Department says that at l :28
p.m. they received a call from a
man who found a purse at the
intersection of Roselle Road
and Euclid Avenue. The man
brought the purse to the station,
where an officer identified it as
the Harper student's stolen bag.
The bag did not contain the
engagement ring.
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Patrick Andrews

f !CELTI !lllSll:
ABOVE: a computer-generated compsite sketch_of the man wanted in
connection to a robbery/assault in the Harper college parking lot. He is a
Male/Hispanic or Caucasian, approx. 20 years old, 5'5" or 5'6", last seen
wearing a ski cap, a black "puffy'' jacket, blue jeans, and white shoes.
Anyone with information should contact Public Safety.

Dann Gire
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Habib Behrouzi
Charles Caan
Ben Eaton
characterize the attack as "an have canvassed lot 5 for witThe police produced a comStuart Millar
anomaly." Alsup also says that nesses since the attack. ''This posite sketch of the attacker.
Katie Klemp
no crime of this seriousness has was a crime of opportunity," The individual is Hispanic or
''This is an isolated inciAlsup
said.
"Students
should
Caucasian,
in
his
early
20s,
and
Heather Mumford
dent," said Director of . happened at Harper since he
joined the department in 2000. always be aware of their sur- approximately 5 feet 5 inches.
Stephanie Wolferman
Communications
Phillip
Public Safety also says they roundings regardless of the
Burdick.
Head of Public
Ke'n Lowe
Safety Mike Alsup went on to have picked up patrols and time of day."
Kathleen Kudia
editorials. Letters must be lege administration · o
847.925.6000 ext 2461
administration.
signed and include a phone Board
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Directors.
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The Harbinger's sole number for verification. Inquiries should be for·
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A367
The Harbinger is the information pertaining to content are subject to edit- es are at the discretion o
William Rainey Harper
the consumer.
Harper College student the campus, surrounding ing.
College
publication published bi- activities, and events of
1200 West Algonquin Road
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weekly throughout the note.
Palatine, IL 60067-7098
Products and services
school year, except during
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It is distributed free to all
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Business:
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under yotir career, and complete your degree in up to
~~~~~third less time if you're 24 o:r older. Roosevelt University offers
· ~1;<;,· tirne-s~1ortened Bachelor of General Studies degree in more
majors including:
LlBERAL AllTS
POLITICAL SCIENCE

PSYCH(lLOGY
HOSPITALITY MANAGEMENT
TElk:C<)MMlJNICATlONS
TEACHER PREPARATION

A complete range of day, evening and weekend classes
at our Loop and Schaurnburg campuses-aloilg with
online options-lets you decide when and where
to study. So check out our special degree completion
options for community college graduates.
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Success in a
Volkswagen
Turning passions into hobbies,
and then into dreams, has always
been a traditional way of satisfying that kid in us. But turning
that dream into a reality and into
a complete success is something
many people don 't experience.
Could any passion, hobby or
dream turn into a success? Well,
Rich and Katie Lindstrom found
it in a simple Volkswagen.
They own Dubwerks, a
tuning/repair shop specializing in
VWs and Audis. If you are asking yourself, "What's so special
about that?" I would answer with,
"Well, they have customers who
come from different states to
have work done, and word and
name of their business have gone
as far as the UK." Not too shab-

Audi. "People were coming in to
get perforniance w.ork done and
the owner of Coach House
wouldn?t do it because of liability
issues. So I took on the side work
and got the word out that I can do
performance tuni~g."
Coach
House ended .up closing down
and Rich and Katie were left at a crossroad of opportunity.
When did all this craziness
start with the both of them?
Katie grew up around VWs all
her life because her dad would
tinker around with them. You can
say that it's in her blood.
Rich always read VW magazines, looking at these monsters
that people would build. He
would always say to himself,
"Man these are some BAD (slang

~~~~~~~~~~~~~' I

IV Habib
Behrouzi

the church was completely filled
with VWs and they drove off not
in a limousine but in a VW Bug.
That and they have VW tattoos. I
think we have "diehard" checked .
off.

All their performance
itches started with the air-cooled
Bugs, which Rich and Katie both
have. It wasn't till 1997 when
they got involved with the watercooled VWs, a scene that was
growing bigger and bigger by the
minute. Then fast forward to
February 2001, when all the
waters have been tested and Rich
and Katie moved Dubwerks to its
present location.
Why Volkswagens?
"People who drive VWs
are a different breed. It's like
r-....:.::.------=r=::;;;;:;;;;:;;;:;:==-------,-...;._--=~------,you're part of a fam-

The Dubwerks shop in Libertyville, It.
Photo ·Courtesy of www. dubwerks;com

other shops. "New shops are
opening and competition is going
to be there, but if we all network
together, we can create a better
business for the customer."
"We get mad when we
hear about other shops rippif!g
people off. That's why we are
here for the customer. We don't
push them into buying anything.
They get what they want and
we're here to offer advice and to
ily. Since the Honda try to make things affordable.
scene
took
off · Comparing labor costs, we are
because the cars and one the lowest around," explains
parts were cheaper, Rich. That is also why Dubwerks
VW s have been has so many loyal and devoted
looked at as an customers that keep coming back
underdog. · So the for more.
challenge of having
What are some - of the
a four-door family biggest challenges? A big chalcar that keeps _ up lenge for Rich and Katie, but a
with the big boys is key to their success, was turning
exciting," says Katie: their hobby into a career.
What
is
"Everybody is watching
Dubwerks accom- and listening. If we go to the
plishing right now?
track and our car does not do
"We strive well, that reflects on the busito run an honest ness," says Katie.
Volkswagen's "New Beetle" is one of the cars Rich and:.;;.__K_a-tie--'business and that's
"Not only that, but on a
have worked on.
what we're doing. more personal level, trying to get
We don't try to take away and wanting to be mix with
Photo Courtesy of www.mtv411.com on too much and we the
crowd is h~rd to do now. We .
just stick with what we· know," go to the shows and want to be
by for a small shop based out of for '.'exceptional") rides!"
Libertyville, Ill.
However, Rich had a says Rich.
Rich and Katie, but instead, we're
Rich and Katie started moment of revelation, which preSince
Dubwerks Dubwerks. ·However, it's someDubwerks in February 2000 and pared him for what was tQ come. opened, they have built some out- thing we accepted and it's someran it out of their garage in Round "I had a 69 Chevy pick-up that standing cars including a Matrix thing we're known for. I've never
Lake, Ill. It was a trial period to was a beast. It had raw power. Engineering 3.0 Turbo VR6. turned anyone away on a quessee if there was a good potentiai There was a night where I pulled There are only two in the world.
tion or advice."
for business. Three years ago up to a light and a second generWhat keeps Dubwerks
Other business chalthere were only a handful of ation VW Jetta pulled up next to going?
lenges in today's market is
Volkswagen/ Audi enthusiasts, me. It was obvious we both
-"Customer Satisfaction Internet companies and group
and it's been growing eve-r since. wanted to race. The light turned is what makes it worth it. Seeing buys. Although both might offer
_ What inspired Rich and Katie green and this little Jetta whizzed the smiles on the people's faces great deals ·for the consumer, it
to start Dubwerks?
off leaving me behind. I sold my as they drive off makes it worth hurts the shop owners, and dis"Volkswagen performance," truck that week and bought a the stress," says Katie with a tributors are cracking down on
.
said Rich. Rich worked at Coach Rabbit."
smile, thinking about some of her them.
House in Crystal Lake, Ill., which
Not diehard enough for customers. Rich and Katie also
"Sometimes, you have ·
was a repair shop specializing in you yet? How about the fact that emphasized how important it is to to support your local tuner," says
German cars, mostly VW and on their wedding day, the front of net.work with other pe9ple and · Katie, winking.

The future looks vei:y
bright for Dubwerks. Plans for a
bigger location, _a bigger showroom, and a dyno are in the back
of Rich's and Katie's minds.
Making their own product' is
something else they want to tackle.
"We're not here because
auto tuning is trendy. We're -here
because we love doing this. We
would stHI do this if we were millionaires," both Rich and Katie
say.
During the interview,
Parin Bhatt, a long-time customer, walked in. I asked him
why he keeps coming back.
Parin says, "Because
they'_re ordinary people that do
very exceptional work."
That they do in seeing
Katie's six-speed, supercharged
VR6 Jetta. She surprises many
people in thinking that it's just a
four-door family car. It is,
indeed, that - but on steroids.
Dubwerks is a fully licensed
_and insured shop. They can
diagnose any mechanical problems and they also handle
extended warranty work, which
says a lot about the quality of
their work.
They are also a distributor for
GIAC (Garrett Integrated
Automotive Corporation), a reputable chip software.company
for VWs and Audis.
If you have any questions
stop in at their shop at 225
Peterson Road, Libertyville, IL
60048 or call them at (847) 5739691. You can also visit the
website at www,,J.qhw~~rt:<;,q)lJ1 .
On the road of life, there are
ordinary cars and there are
Dubwerks-built cars. Dubwerksbuilt cars wanted.
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Sauage Secrets of Success
Lynda Wellhausen: Why did
you decide to go into economics?
Terry . Savage: Because of
my high school history
teacher, Dr. Angus James
Johnston III, who believed
that all history was based on
economics. As I look at the
war now .. .and oil and all
that discussion, I am
reminded of him. When I
finished my first book in
1987' there was huge book
party at the Channel 2 studios and he came and spoke
on the podium because in
the introduction to that
book, I thanked him for
sparking my interest in history. Then I went to the
University of Michigan and
took American Studies; it
was history and economics
and literature, and '1 knew.
Then when I got this summer job at a brokerage firm,
I went 'oh my gosh, that's
where it all comes together,
everything I've ever learned
comes together in the prices
of stocks every day.'

a

LW: Who would you say is
your role model?
TS: I think I have always
blazed a trail. I've never
copied. I was the first girl
broker that I knew, I was the
first girl trader that I knew. I
was the first girl on TV talking about money that I
knew. So, I'd love to be a
role model- for others, but I
kind of just blaze my own
trail.
LW: Who has been the
biggest influence on your
career?
TS: My first boss, a guy
named John Elliot, when I

14t •

av Georgia tana
and
tvnda Wellhausen
was a secretary on my way
to graduate school with a
Woodrow
Wilson
Fellowship, no less, took an
interest in me, and believed
that a girl could do and be
interested in finance and he
was a great inspiration at a
time when girls were not
allowed to think about having careers in finance.
LW: What do you do during
the day?
TS: I am insane. Today I had
a 7:30 breakfast meeting at
the "Mere," a 10 o'clock
corporate governance meeting for the McDonald's
ward, I wrote one column,
prepared one TV show,
answered three dozen emails and took my dog to
the hair dresser to get him
cut and picked him up and
did a TV show and came out
here ... and all on only two
cups of coffee, maybe three.
Then, I inquired about what
young people should be
aware of regarding the economy:
TS: Young people should be
aware of this: You get ahead
by playing tomorrow's game
not
yesterday's.
What
worked yesterday by definition won't work tomorrow
because everybody gets it.
What worked in the 70s, 80s
and 90s was being in debt
and borrowing .... The game
of the new millennium is to
be out of debt and to have
capital. To save and invest,
but not to borrow, that's how
you'll be successful in the
future and the people who
play the old game and are
buried in debt are gonna get
trapped by it.
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j"Every gun th.a t
Jis made, every
jwarship ·
Jlaunched, every
!rocket fired siglnifies in the
'
!final sense a
!theft from those
I
Jwho hunger
land are not fed,
lthose who are
i
1cold and are
lnot clothed .
jThis world in
!arms is not
Jspending
!money alone. it
Jis spending the
lsweat of its
haborers, the
!genius of its
iscientists, the
!hopes of its
!children. This is
lnot a way of life
!at all in any
j
jtrue sense.
!Under the
!clouds of war, it
Jis humanity
!hanging on a
!cross of iron."

Honestly, does anyone
care about the Oscars anymore?
I know I don't. After continously snubbing great films from
the best picture catagory
(Mullholand Drive, The Virgin
Suicides and Almost Famous)
and handing out awards to individuals just to appease the general public (Denzel Washington
for Training Day {Oh, come
on! How hard is it to play a bad
guy for two hours? There was
no arc, no holding back, just
over the top agression.})
As a dedicated film
buff, I have decided to present
my own awards on behalf of all
the films and catagories that
other award shows overlook.

I

I

'

Best Picture: Donny Darko
Granted, "Donny Darko" is a
lame title, but the final product
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Jennifer Aniston in The
Good Girl.
Best Actor: Kieran Culkin:
"Igby Goes Down"
This rising star has much more
depth than his older brother
ever did.
Best
Actress:
Jennifer
Aniston: "The Good Girl"
TV stars who make the leap to
film usually fail miserably and
the cast of "Friends" is no
exception (rember "Ed" with
Matt LeBlanc?). Aniston takes
her innocent, glamor image and
is suprisingly convinging in her
role as a middle age woman
falling in love with a teenager.

Adam Sandler in Punch
Drunk Love.

l

I-Dwight
IEisenhower,
/April 16, 1953

rationality from insantiy.

makes up for it. This film has
everyting you go to the movies
for: orginatlity, action, suspense, love, humor, time travel,
and giant bunny rabbits. Jake
Gelleynhall displays his acting
range as he gracefully dances
on the thin line seperating

Most
Underrated
film:
"Punch Drunk Love"
Paul Thomas Anderson tells a
strangely beautiful love story
through techniacal aspets. His
ingenious use of symbols,
framing and lighting help make
this art house picture a classic.
Just the fact that he ws ale to

direct Adam Sandler in a serous
drama is note worthy.

Little Harri Potter is finally
going through puberty.

Most Overrated Film: "My
Big Fat Greek Wedding"
I don't understand what the
hype was about. I mean it was
good, but not great. There are
many low-budget romantic
comides that blow "Greek
Wedding" away. "Chasing
Amy" being the prime example.

Best Supporting Actor: Andy
Serkis as Gollum, "Lord of
the Rings: The Two Towers."
AltholJ.gh Gollum was a CGI
animated character, but Andy
Serkis had to perform all the
tasks and emotions of this cute
little character, and turned him
into a complex basketcase.

Most Intense Denigration of
Women:
National
Lampoon's Van
Wilder.

Best Supporting Actress:
Jena Malone, "Donny Darko"
Jena shows her acting depth in
the best picture of the year. Her
acting is a huge step up from
her one dimensal role in "Life
as a House."

Most Intense Denigration of
Men:
Having to sit through the
"Divine Secrets of the Ya-Ya Most Gratuitous Use of Sex to
Sisterhood.
Sell Tickets:
The Kirsten Dunst rain scene in
Best Indication That We're Spider-man. Fun, but pointless.
Getting Older:
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Golf Promotions & Mktg. Firm is
looking for students who want
great experience and great pay.
Commissions + Bonuses paid daily
full time, part time, spare time
CALL 847-259-PUTT or
go to www.thebirdiebook.com
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Be part of our winning team at Bahama Breeze
in Schaumburg! W'lttt made·from scratcli Caribbean
cu•sine, award winning signature drinks and live music
every night, eveiy night is aparty in Ille islands!
NOW HIRING for:

Apply in person,
Mon. • Fri. 11 am • 1 pm
Phone: 847-884-7060
406 E. Golf Road
Schaumburg, IL 60173
www.bahamabreele.com·
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Six feet under, three seasons in
Bv Janine Slavton

The first thing they show after
blank.
The Season 3_premiere
Then there is a flashthis is each member of his famiof "Six Feet Under''. aired
ly and their reaction to his death. forward to seven months later,
Sunday, March 2, starting the
with Nate and Lisa at a barbeque
Next, Nate comes in, and the 15
season out in a mind-bending,
and Nate talking about his nearthought-provoking way. Season
minutes or so of the episode
2 ended last year with Nate
show him wandering from room
death experience in surgery.
Another major shock,
Fisher going in to have brain
to room in his l)ouse, each new
almost greater than the idea of
surgery, and this s~ason picks up room seeming to represent an
during the operation, with the
alternate life he could have lived. Nate being dead, is the discovery
that he and Lisa have married.
surgeon running into complicaThis sequence ends in a .contions. During this, the familiar
frontation between Nate and his · Where did Brenda go?! She is a
white light of the show infiltrates dead father in which Nate
necessary and much missed element in this episode, and hopedemands to know whether he is
the screen and a tombstone with
fully she'll return soon. After
the name "Nathaniel Samuel
actually alive or dead. Once ·
being presented with the major
again the screen goes white and
Fisher Jr." appears. The idea of
·
shows
Nate's
tombstone;
only
changes
in Nate's life, we begin
losing such a major character is
this time the year he died is
to look .at the rest of the fam~ly
a hard concept to grasp.
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transferring
Relax.
We're pretty easy-going.
In fact, we're real glad to have you. Eastern's
Proud of the fact that 40 percent of our students
have transferred from other colleges and
universitiei>. We know your concerns and we're
committed to making your transition an
easy one:

So, what's so great
about us?
• Class size average of 22 students
• Full acceptann: of the Illinois
ArticulaUon L'litiative and the
Associate in Arts, A'>sociate in
Science, and As.<>e:><:iate in
Science and Arts degree
• One of America's Best Colleges
as reported by US Neu1i and
WiJrld Report
• Jl<anther EXpress bus service frx
campus and cotnmU.Oity
• TextrJOok rental systern - save
$4':\l-$600 per year

Not too bad, huh?
Call our Admi-;s\QO$ OJ!ke oow at 1-800·252· 5711 to
receive a transfer view !rJOk, w:an!\e a a1~1is visit, or have
yc'\lr ttan.<ier ,.,-edit unofficially evaluated. You can also visit
us on the web at www. eiu. edu.

ing dejavu. It is clear that Nate's
encounters at the beginning of
the show and his flashbacks to
that a few months later are significant, though it is far from
clear why that is at this point.
The first episode leaves
many questions and ideas open
to be explored the rest of the
season and seems to set the third
season up to be very interesting
and thought-provoking. So tune
in and enter the twisted but
always interesting lives of the
Fisher family on "Six Feet
Under," Sunday nights at 9 on
HBO.

It's the "Top," but. of
what?!
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once again. David and Keith
have decided to attend couple's
counseling to improve their relationship, Claire is struggling in
art school, and Ruth is lqving
being a grandmother to Nate and
Lisa's daughter. There is a sadness behind all of-them, though,
as if each of them is searching
for something he or she just
can't find.
Another interesting _
aspect of this episode is Nate's
flashbacks to the scenes he envisioned at the beginning of the
episode. When these flashbacks
hit, he feels like he is experienc-

600 Lincoln Avenne
Chadesion, IUinois 6J92fJ

Honestly, I just want. to see a good
movie. It doesn't have to be "Oscar-worthy"; it
just needs to be entertaining or interesting. The
film "View From the Top" possesses. neither of
those qualities. It was a film that had trouble finding a release date, and after viewing this film, I
can see why. It is a sad sight to see a qualified
actress like Paltrow limp through this .sad excuse
of a film.
Speaking of Gwyneth Paltrow, she plays
Donna, a woman who longs to see the world. She
finds that working in the luggage department
won't get her there, so she decides to become a
flight attendant. She starts at a low-grade airline,
forges some relationships, and then tries out for
Royal Airlines. The majority of the film deals
with Paltrow as a part of the Royal Airline family:
kissing butt as a trainee and continuing to be Miss
Perfect through her rise to the top. Her character's
perfection, like when she has the fastest trainee
· score for shouting "assess the window," makes her
annoying and just hard to root for at times (especially when people who hardly know her say she
is meant for something great). The character is so
flawless that she is appalled when her ·friend,
played by Christina Applegate, steals soap (this
foreshadows her shady behavior).
Along with Applegate, Paltrow establishes relationships with Kelly Preston and falls in
love with Mark Ruffalo. Both characters really
don't have any personality. Preston only lasts for ·
30 minutes into the film and isn't missed, while
Ruffalo, who was excellent in "You Can Count On
Me," phones in a performance as Paltrow's
boyfriend. Together, they lack chemistry and their
last scene together comes off more awkward than

romantic.
Chemistry isn't the only problem with
the film: it offers no laughs and isn't fun to tvatch.
Even Mike Meyers can't save the film with his
performance as the lord of the trainees. His best
scenes are already showcased in the trailer, so the
rest of his gags are a disappointment. This film is
a sad example of "the trailer is better than the
film." The film seems to try very hard to offer
other laughs, but they fall flat. There is a cat fight
between Paltrow and a disgruntled friend, which
made me look at my watch, rather than laugh.
Something "View From the Top" has in
common with films I have recently ~eviewed is
that it has a tired story. It is the same tale of a girl
with big dreams going to make something out of
herself. Not to say that is a bad story line, but
when you toss in a predictable climax with a
cheating friend and a choice between her career
and boyfriend (we do live in the 21st century, yet
women still can't have both: we only can either
have love or work), it makes the film painful to
watch. Plus, you have the cliched ending where
Paltrow chooses love over work, and professes her
love · when she thinks no one is listening (but,
guess who is?).
These complaints are only a few of a film
that it the opposite of its character: it is riddled
with flaws (like the editing that offers no concept
of time). The film is like an airplane ride, .where
you are kept in your seats and there is nowhere to
escape. Then, consider me the Paltrow character
on her first trip: all I wanted to do was scream in
agony since I knew this film was going to crash
and bum . .
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With the war in Iraq near the close, but the war on
terrorism still burning across the world, we ask
ourselves: whv? It has been a vear and a hall since the
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catastrophic events that sent us down this path,·and Georgia
Lana is here with a reminder, and a remembrance.
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No one wants to break a
firefighter's heart.
So on
September 11, 2001, when Lt.
Gerry Rogan of the New York
City Fire Department asked if
anyone knew the whereabouts of
his brother firefighter Matt
Rogan, the other men on the
force looked away. They muttered inconsistent phrases, making vague references, labeling
Matt as "unaccounted for."
Finding no one willing
to answer his questions, Gerry
searched for the answers himself.
He went for two and a half days
with one priority in mind - to
find Matt .. .
Find Matt .. .
Find Matt .. .
But Matt would not be found.
" My younger brother
[Matt Rogan] was a firefighter
assigned to ladder 11 . They were
on the top floor of the Marriott

Hotel which connects the two
towers, the North and the South
[towers]. Their assignment was
to search and evacuate the top
floor. They had completed that
and were waiting for the elevator.
The first tower came down and
cut the Marriott Hotel in half.
They were in the wrong half of
the hotel.
"I was thinking that a
transformer
had
exploded
because I didn't see the hole
where the plane had penetrated."
Gerry stands about 6
feet 2 inches. He has a kind,
weatherwom face, underscored
with a salt and pepper mustache.
He seems trustworthy, reliable
and a little shy. The buttons of
his uniform glitter from the
bright lights in the auditorium,
and his New York accent shows
up when he says words like "coffee," pronouncing it more like
"coy-fee."

" I work in the Bronx,
pretty close to the Westchester
border. I went into work [that
morning after seeing the attack
on television]."
The men in Gerry's fire~
house had the responsibility of
coordinating the efforts of the
surrounding rescue workers.
"I was trying to do some
administrative work to get them
set up, directing traffic - that type
of thing. It was about 4 o'clock
(he stutters and his voice rises
slightly) when the thought
crossed my mind: 'Maybe . . . I
know my brother would go if he
were working. And ... what are
the odds?'"
Gerry made some phone
calls, and after receiving unsatisfactory responses, he decided to
go to ground zero that night.
"I got down to ground
zero at about 11 o'clock. I committed myself to not leaving
without my brother. I asked
around, and no one knew. All the
chiefs, all of the higher-ups are
usually able to tell you at the drop
of the hat where people are, what
they're assigned to do, what their
tasks are. No one could answer
any questions.
"There's one image that
sticks out in my mind of that
night. There was a knee sticking
out of the rubble and I thought,
'Oh, that looks like a mannequin.' So I walked closer and I
shined my light on it and you
could actually see the meat.
That's how we were identifying
bodies, by putting a body bag

there. . . . As the crews came in
[they found the body bags], that
was the starting point in recovering that person or persons.
"It was really eerie. You'd find
wallets and you'd pick up the
wallet and there would be a picture of a couple on their wedding
day, children. It was just really,
really sad ... someone's life right
there in your hand."
Gerry finally went home to
tell his family that his brother
probably would not be coming
home at all because he had perished in the attack.
In addition to the horrific
images searing Gerry's memories, existential questions that
never bothered him before started
encroaching on his consciousness, questions like:
"Is it really worth it?
What am I doing here? I've got
five more years left until I retire,
am I going to be able to make
that? Am I going to die in chemical warfare?"
Harper College held a photo
exhibit in the New Performing
Arts Center, depicting different
scenes from the terror attack.
Dick Schonhoff of Northern
Trust Bank brought us the exhibit and Gerry joined him.
The pictures floated on
black backdrops and served as
memories of the tragic event,
underscoring the horrifying message that we in our prosperous
and stable environment possess
broad and debilitating vulnerabilities, and we have been careless.

The red, the white, and the dull:
By most accounts, victory in
Iraq is very near. Despite that, we
could be entrenched in the desert
nation for a long time to come,
keeping the peace and helping
rebuild a shattered country.
Which means that for many
months we will be exposed to a
barrage of media coverage on
radio, TV, and in the newspapers.
This coverage is boring.
Don't get us wrong, we support our country in all of its
endeavors. However, when compared to the wit and sparkle of an
episode of "Friends," or the
intense drama of an episode of
"24," we find ourselves asking
questions like, "Isn't this war
over yet?" and, "When is somebody going to shoot that Wolf
Blitzer guy?"
So, to increase morale
on the homefront, and to renew
interest in American armed conflict, we've drafted a list of ways
to make Iraq more palatable.
-Humor needs to be re-injected
into combat, to help compensate
for the fact that special reports
edge funny shows like "The
Simpsons" off the air. As such,
grisly combat footage will now
be voiced over by Bob Saget.
With his full range of political
commentary and sproingy sound
effects, the war will become
something you can watch with
your children.
-Night vision green is somewhat
dull, and hurts the viewers' eyes.
It will be replaced with designer
colors such as teal, magenta,
lime, and any other color that
Apple Computers uses.
-One of the things that makes war
coverage different is its lack of
commercialism- something that
your
average
materialistic
American can't understand. So
from now on, individual battles
will have corporate sponsorship:
"The Fall of Tikrit: brought to
you by McDonald's." This will

to finish what your father started,
a grab for personal legacy, or a
hand-waving tactic to get reelected. If you want us to keep
our minds off of that, make it
seem like it's really all about
love triangle between Josh
Hartnett, Kate Beckinsale, and
Ben Affleck.

a

-Hurry up and invent those lasers
already.
-The Iraqis possess none of the
tactical ability or technological
advancements that we have
enjoyed in the past twenty years.
To make things fairer, all major
assaults will now be led by five
thousand
Civil
War
Recreationists.

Suggestion: Iraq is a barren, desert wasteland with no possibility for
post-war tourism. Moving Iraq to a better locale prior to their liberation
could go a great distance towards making the war popular and rebuilding
their nation afterwards.
help the war blend in with all the
other reality TV shows on the air,
as well as help pay for the war
without direct taxpayer involvement.
-No one disagrees that General
Tommy Franks has done a fantastic job in his command of our
troops in Iraq... but he hasn't
done a DRAMATIC job. From
now on, the Iraqi theatre of operations will be directed by Stephen
Spielberg, with a twist ending by
M. Night Shyamalan that will
either show that Saddam Hussein
has been dead all along, or that
George W. Bush is, in fact,
unbreakable.
-While we're on the subject of
Saddam dying, every time we say
we've killed him, he pops back
up like a toaster pastry and makes
us look like a bunch of idiots. So
if he does it again, we should
cover it up by circulating a story
that he did in fact get blown up
and is now a wandering member
of the eternally-hungry undead,

in search of human flesh.
-Many Americans have little
experience with combat strategy.
To help outline it for them with a
familiar face and million-dollar
voice, battles will be reviewed
and diagrammed by noted war
correspondent John Madden.
-Saddam Hussein has had the
ability to strike fear and command respect wherever he goes in
Iraq, and yet every time he speaks
on TV we get a nasal-voiced,
stammering interpreter spitting
out incoherent sentence fragments punctuated by the occasional "God is great." To make
Saddam and the other members
of his regime sound like the cruel
overlords of part of the Axis of
Evil like they're supposed to be,
they will now have their speeches
voiced over by either James Earl
Jones or Michael Clark Duncan.
-A desert uprising against the
regime will either be led by Mark
Hamill, or by a David Lynch-

directed Kyle MacLachlan (from
the back of a giant worm, of
course).
-George W. Bush will now be
played by Charlton Heston or
Clint Eastwood.
-The war will have a slogan:
"This time, it's personal."
-The US government will now
use
1-800-CALL-ATT
spokesman Carrot Top ... for target practice.
-The Iraqis need to be cuter.
Replace them with Ewoks.
-The 103rd infantry unit will now
be replaced by an elite corps of
soldiers, who are well versed in
all forms of combat: the
American Gladiators Pyro and
Gemini.
-A bit of advice for President
Bush: we all know that this war is
either a quest for oil, an attempt

-Give the war a weekly, half-hour
time slot right after "Will &
Grace." Better yet, send Will off
to war: it would be a wonderful
way to outline how that whole
"Don't Ask, Don't Tell" thing is
shaping up.
-Since celebrities are so intent
and opinionated regarding the
war, let's institute the draft just
for them! We'll send in an entire
division of action movie stars!
-To further insult the French, we
will abandon everything else
we've gotten from them, up to
and including Pepe' Le Pew, Paris
Illinois, French Kissing, the core
of our language dating back to
the Norman Conquest of 1066,
the Statue of Liberty, and the
modern system of democracy.
-To settle this once and for all,
Dan Rather will be sent to find
out whose side God is on.
I think it can be agreed, that if
these changes are enacted quickly, it will increase the ratings for
the war tenfold. Because, after
all, isn't that what this is all
about?

